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We accept as part of our faith that God is perfect. Perfection does not mean that He is without flaw but rather that He exists in a state 
of absolute self-fulfillment needing nothing or no-one to justify or qualify His existence.

However, Jesus was sent into culture by His Father and so He also sends us. (Matthew 28) God wanted His church to wait for the Holy 
Spirit, to be his witnesses. To have a great impact close to home but continue to spread larger. Can our times of worship and 
adoration of God also be times when the unsaved are drawn and marvel at the freedom, creativity and love for God that is apparent in 
our times together?
 
Now we hold unswervingly to these two timeless truths yet we are aware of the fact that there needs to be a timely method. And so 
we contend for that which is core to our faith and do not change or compromise truth but we definitely do contextualize to make our 
expression of truth more accessible and real in our time. We want to be fundamental in our holding to truth but liberal in our 
expression of it. 

Therefore we need to be aware of how He has told us to build like Moses with the tabernacle and what He has left to our expression 
and creativity. So what is the pattern that we have been left to build to?

BUILDING ACCORDING TO THE PATTERN
                        
      1. Foundation    1 Cor. 3:11For no one can lay any foundation other than the one already laid, which is Jesus Christ 

      2. Part through Christ Acts 2:38,47  You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus, for all of you who 
were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave 
nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. If you belong to Christ, then you are 
Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise

      3. Government   Phil. 1:1     Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, To all the saints in Christ Jesus at Philippi, 
together with the overseers and deacons

      4. Worship   Eph. 5:19   Speak to one another with psalms, hymns and spiritual songs. Sing and make music in 
your heart to the Lord, always giving thanks to God the Father for everything, in the name of our 
Lord Jesus Christ

      5. Love of each other 1 Pet. 1:22   Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you 
have sincere love for your brothers, love one another deeply, from the heart

      6. Spirit-led  1 Cor 14:26  What then shall we say, brothers? When you come together, everyone has a 
hymn, or a word of instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an interpretation. All of these must be 
done for the strengthening of the church

     7.  Gospel-centred Matt 28: 18-20 And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, "All authority has been given to Me in 
heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I 
have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age." Amen

APPLICATION

Pattern is never meant to be a restrictive thing that stifles creativity. Rather a pattern is given to keep us from falling into error by 
giving us boundaries within which we can invent, discover and create with joyous abandon. If we keep the previous 7 principles at our 
core in our journey in techno worship then we are free to explore and experiment without wondering if we are slipping into 
syncretism and compromise.  

HISTORICAL POSITION

There has been a Gnostic leaning in most churches over the years that anything physically or emotively stimulating is suspect and 
that our meetings are plain so that the glory of God can be the central factor in what we do and experience.
However in the last few years some churches, through a greater awareness of the need to be more gospel orientated have begun to 
use “TECHNO” in their meetings to communicate more clearly and to contextualize their message.
HISTORY

• 1361: first pipe organ
• 1436:  printing press Guttenberg
• 1800’s:  concert halls
• 1800’s:  electricity – heating & lighting
• 1924:  first loudspeaker 
• 1958:  boxed loudspeaker
• 1895:  first radio signal
• 1902:  first telegraph letter s
• 1900’s:  radio transmits people’s voice
• 7 of first 10 films had passion in the title, movies about Jesus
• 1902 first movie theatre



• There are more movie screens in churches than in movie houses in America at present 
• Twice as many TV’s in homes than people in the US
• In 1990 the modern form of the net came into being
• In 1995, the internet went public
• 50grams of info travels over the NET every day

APPLICATION

We might say to ourselves so what does the previous list of bullet points have to do with church life? Surely we are in the world but 
not of the world. There are two major premises that I feel we need to wrestle with and have a conviction on as we move into our 
future without fear.

1. WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS 

At my high school we had a motto NIHIL HUMANI ALIENUM which means that I consider nothing that pertains to mankind to be a 
matter of indifference to me. While we have been saved and are being sanctified, we are still part of the human race. No matter 
whether someone attributes their gifts and abilities to the Lord, they still come from Him, the giver of every good gift. So when 
someone has some great technological idea and invents, the historical bent of the church would suggest that we look to see if he 
was saved and accept or reject his invention based on that. This is absurd. As we have just seen, Christians have invented a lot 
but were not the sole inventors since creation. Surely even when a heathen creates, albeit for selfish motive or whatever, it 
glorifies the God that has given him the ability and breath? If this stands true then what do we have to fear? So like Peter on the 
roof we have a sheet lowered to us of infinite creative possibilities and it is not taboo to look and see what is going on and being 
used in the world around us. It is not the sacred looking to the secular for inspiration but rather human beings learning from 
other human beings. And how much better if our assimilated expression allows us more relevance into the wider unsaved human 
community and gives us the opportunity to love, preach the gospel etc. We can seek to be so safe in our expression that we 
alienate those to whom we should be reaching and never get a chance to love and share the gospel. 

2. GOD IS NOT A DENTIST

God is holy and perfect. Therefore we do not have to sterilize everything we do to sanctify our expression to Him. He is without 
flaw. Light and darkness are used in the Bible to contrast the difference between good and evil. Moral qualities and 
characteristics of all categories would be included in this vast spectrum. The concepts of light and darkness as they relate to 
good and evil in the Bible can be seen when considering the following scriptures:

1 John 1:5   And this is the message we have heard from Him and announce to you, that God is light, and in Him there 
is no darkness at all.
2 Corinthians 6:14  ".... for what partnership have righteousness and lawlessness, or what fellowship has light with darkness? 
"

But this is talking about light and dark as it relates to evil and good.

Genesis 1:3 And God said, "Let there be light," and there was light. 4 God saw that the light was good, and He separated the 
light from the darkness. 5 God called the light "day," and the darkness he called "night." And there was evening, and there was 
morning—the first day

And so it goes on to tell how God created the stars and the sun and the moon etc. My point is this. If God was only into light in 
creation, He would never have created night as well as day. To stand in a space at night and stare into the heavens and marvel at 
God’s handiwork is only possible when there is no sun around to obscure the picture. It is a bit of an extreme example but I 
believe we have been set free to express and create using colour and light for two reasons:

i) Because God has done so in creation
ii) Because that is what happens in heaven (see book of  Revelation)

CONCLUSION

We are free to use techno advances in the world for two reasons.

i) It gives us a greater relevance in our proclamation of the gospel. I think a church that continues doing church 
blissfully unaware of what is happening in the world around them has to some degree lost the understanding that 
although we are not of this world, WE ARE STILL IN IT AND ARE HERE TO REACH THE LOST.

ii) It was for freedom that Christ has set us free. Today art and expression does not so much happen on the oil 
canvasses or on the stage in terms of drama, but Photoshop and movie clips are becoming the order of expression. 
I believe we become more like God in our expression when we use whatever tools are available to us to create and 
reflect his creative glory.


